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Cabinet – Agenda Item 7:  Supplementary Update 
 
1.0 New information has come to light since the publication of the Cabinet agenda.  

This update seeks to clarify the current position. 
 
1.1 The report describes ATOC’s proposal for enabling local authorities to offer 

railcards at current discount levels to residents.  This involves councils signposting 
residents to ATOC sales channels and advising them of a discount code they can 
use to obtain a railcard at a discounted price.   

 
1.2 ATOC have committed to maintaining the current discount level of 25% for a one 

year period only.  At the time of publication, it was understood that beyond the first 
year discounts to local authorities would be withdrawn (paragraph 2.08). 

 
1.3 Since publication, further clarification with ATOC has been sought.  After the first 

year, ATOC propose to review the discount available to authorities with a view to 
aligning council discounts with those offered to other railcard sales channels.  
Historically, councils have enjoyed greater levels of discount than other channels 
and while it is likely that some level of discount may be available, it is likely to be 
lower than the current 25% level. 

 
1.4 This means that Option A would enable residents to continue access to the current 

25% discount for a one year period (paragraph 3.32) and also to some level of 
discount beyond this.  It has not been made clear by ATOC how much this discount 
would be or how long it would be available for.   

 
1.5 The other issues identified with Option A remain unchanged, such as the inability to 

purchase railcards same-day in council offices, the complications of being invoiced 
for assisted railcard purchases, the confusion of communicating multiple changes to 
residents and the cost and time of implementing discount code processes. 

 
1.6 The benefits of Option A are not considered to outweigh these issues and Option B 

is still recommended.  Option B would involve much simpler signposting processes, 
offering time savings.  Implementing a single change would reduce the impact on 
residents.  In addition, alternative means are available for residents to purchase 
discounted railcards from sources other than the Council.  

 
 


